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Abstract: 

The main aim of this study is to determine the role of digital learning in higher secondary 

school education special concern with CBSE schools. In our study we research positive impact 

of adopting technology and how can students improve their learning by using digital smart 

learning. We include higher secondary students, their parents and also teachers teach with 

modern technology as the sample of the research. This research will carry out with 

experimental approach. Pre-test and post-test of traditional and modern technology include 

questionnaire regarding student’s academic achievements filled by students, parents, and 

teachers. Today all student want to do higher study which requires more and easy concept of 

related subject within a time limit, here smart class is needed to fulfill the requirement of the 

student to prepare themselves for competitive and higher studies.  

 

Keywords: Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE), Higher Secondary School 

Education (HSSE), Information, and Communication Technology (ICT), Higher Secondary 

Students (HSS), Digital Smart Learning (DSL), Modern Technology (MT). 

 

1. Introduction 

Today is the world of competition where students and teachers both have burden of lot of 

syllabus exist in the course material. Teachers are expected to teach the course in easily 

understable, and in detailed manner. While students are expected to understand, and grasp 

complete knowledge provided by educator. In the modern world teachers as well as students 

both expect to each other that they play significant role in teaching and learning the syllabus. 
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Teachers pay their full effort to plan the syllabus in meaningful understanding and also create 

interested among learners. Learners want playful environment where they learn by fun. In this 

way Digital Smart Technology play a very vital role to fulfill the needs of teachers and 

students. Modern world demanded complete and updated knowledge gainers. Now-a-days 

teaching through reading a book or writing on black board is not sufficient. Teaching 

methodology must be varied as per subject, knowledge, and information to be provided. Result 

of any process depends on their way of working. Therefore selection of teaching 

methodology based on subject requirement and also learners behavior. Classroom with digital 

smart technology completely change the look of education. It converts teachers and text book-

centered teaching into smart students-centered teaching. Digital smart technological tools 

create knowledge rich environment where students enjoy learning through smart technology. In 

the world of technology every one accepts the role of technology especially in education sector. 

Educational management society, school’s principals, even teachers who teach through 

traditional method by using black board, and most of parents also agree to integrate digital 

smart technology in the educational organization. Tradition teaching staffs take interest in 

training for smart teaching through digital smart technology.   

Significant role of digital learning: Digital smart technology facilitates teachers to explain 

their topic in attractive manner by using multimedia software and power point presentation. 

Through such explanation teacher teach their topic more easily and deeply. Students also pay 

much longer time in learning through digital smart technology. Such type of teaching 

methodology makes hard subject easier. Digital smart technology changes the way of teaching 

and learning, in such a way that both enjoy technical knowledge of digital classroom. The 

integration of digital smart technology in education system enhances the importance of digital 

education for future makers. Implementation and use of digital smart technology in a 

meaningful way not only enhance smart learning but also increase involvement of students in 

their study. Complete session of teaching through smart technology can also be recorded for 

further teaching and learning and it can be provided to parents through organizational web site 

or personally e-mail. In this way digital smart technology also add to the role of parents in 

students’ learning.  

In the Digital learning, digital smart technology facilitates teachers to explain their topic with 

the help of audio, video including moving images and animation. Digital smart technology 

contains digital screen for showing images, sometimes teachers also able to use a highlighting 

tool as a pen or can scroll the screen only by touching. This method of writing on board saves 
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time and also develops technical skills in educators. Digital smart technology provides different 

learning way for different-different learners. Sometimes educational organization may provide 

online live teaching classes for those students they reside in distant/ remote areas. Now-a-days 

digital education is able to reach to the students. Digital smart technology provide flexibility in 

teaching and learning also so that teachers able to skip some of syllabus if he/she does not need 

to explain and students are also able to select the topic for learning as per their wish. This 

flexibility in learning gives freedom to the students so that they can be able to learn anywhere 

and anytime as per their comfort. In this way digital technology make teaching and learning 

dynamic.  

Digital learning support learning and teaching by using internet so that at the time of teaching 

teachers are able to use different resources available online and can explain their topic by using 

multiple illustrations. Digital technical tools also create teachers’ work interesting like writing 

assignment, making notes of hard topics, grading of students’ performance etc. Students also 

learn many technical skills like making presentation, using internet resources for gaining 

knowledge, e-communication with the help of e-mails etc. Using internet in digital classroom 

enhance learning experience of both teachers and students. Online learning makes learners 

active as it provides lot of resources having rich knowledge relevant to the topics. Learning 

through digital technology encourages learners towards individual learning as per their learning 

speed, and learning habits. It also provides an opportunity for those students who believe in 

collaborative learning. Students can participate in different online educational activities and 

can share their views, in this way they can able to make their group for online group study. 

Digital learning may also provide some effective result such as- 

 It improves the effectiveness and productivity in teachers as well as students to solve 

difficulties in the class room. 

 Makes learning an enjoyable experience for students. 

 Improve academic performance of students. 

 There are worksheets, web links for more information related to topics taught. 

 Attractive videos, animation extend capturing power. 

 Provide wide diversity of learning styles. 

 

2. Review of Literature 

As we move towards 21st century modernization enter in our lives in the form of digital 

environment. New generation grow in digital culture therefore they fill comfortable with digital 
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technological tools. In the previous year’s many researchers give their view towards use of 

digital learning in the education field and also provide the direction of current research to found 

the successful role of digital learning in higher education system. 

As per the view of Anttila et al. in the year 2012, digital technology provides a digital tool to 

the education system. Through these tool teachers able to collect deep and more understable 

study material for the learners. These material help’s the teacher to create informative 

environment in the digital classroom. In this way teachers try to enhance learning experience of 

all students. In the same year 2012, Mr. Hockly also suggested that content of digital study 

material become more attractive as it acquire many multimedia effects like sound, moving 

images, attractive pictures, graph, etc. Digital learning not only provides attractive study 

material but also develop some more skills demanded in 21st century. These skills are e-

communication between teachers and students, or students and students. In this way they 

develop interactive skill. Digital technology also promotes self-learning where through digital 

content learners try to develop self-understanding skills. 

According to Mr. Doris Holz berger et al. in the year 2013, digital learning is nothing but it is 

an attractive presentation of study material in digital format. The main purpose of such type of 

presentation is to attract learners towards study and teach some important technical skills also. 

Digital presentation of study material explain hard subject in easy manners so that it can be 

understand by all kind of learners. One more aim of digital presentation is to make teaching 

interesting and more effective. During teaching use of technical devices enhance technical 

skills of educators. Digital content has variety of explanation of same topic that help in 

improving of personal knowledge. It has both audio and video type learning.  

Some of the researchers evaluate the role of digital learning with the help of learners’ result 

and outcomes of learning activity. Lubega et al. in the year 2014, found that the outcome from 

the learners is dependent upon teaching material and also the way of teaching. According to 

him the evaluation of learning effect can be possible by observing learners result after learning 

through digital learning devices. Lubega said that learners outcomes effected by many items 

like way of teaching, mode of learning, digital presentation of study material, availability of 

information related of courses, digital learning environment etc. In the same year some of 

researchers discussed that outcome of learning activity also affected by some individual 

characteristics and behavior of learners. As per the view of Jude et al. in the same year 2014, 

all learners have their own way of learning. Most of the learners enjoy learning on their own 

preferences. Digital learning facilitate learner to learn anywhere and at any time where they 
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feel comfortable. Digital learning provides them freedom from the restrictions of traditional 

learning. They have no barriers of learning under four walls of school premises and follow 

school’s time table provided by instructors. Freedom in learning also enhances digital learning 

experience of learners. In the year 2014, Mr. Hwang concluded that digital smart learning 

system always available for learners as instructor. There is no fixed time of providing guidance 

for learning. It is facilitating all 24 round clocks. Digital smart learning assists them in learning 

activity, encourage them in learning through digital devices, guide them for operative digital 

devices, and provide varies way of learning at the last minute. 

In the year 2015, Tikhomirov et al. suggested that educational programs must be flexible, and 

understable by all level of students. It should be modified, and facilitate all learners to create 

their own unique way of learning. Such type of advancement in education system brings by 

digital learning system. Smart digital learning system design the content in smart way so that it 

provides daily learning task to learners and also encourage them to complete their learning 

tasks in challenging manner. It provides an opportunity of deep learning and makes subject 

master to all learners in their interest relevant field.  

Di Giacomo et al. (2015), highlighted “an increasing performance in the lower reading 

children applying a smarty digital tool. The results suggested that the efficiency and the 

positive influence of technologies in the cognitive process: in the silent reading, the child may 

be better stimulated to learn and to comprehend the information using technology interactive”. 

Digital technologies always used to search how learners learn innovatively as well as teacher 

taught effectively. The role of technology is to support student’s achievements. The main aim 

of our study is, to investigate the relationship between the role of SMART Board and 

effectiveness, efficiency, interest towards learning of the students’ and improvement in their 

academic performance as well as effectiveness in teacher’s teaching methodology and also how 

digital smart learning create a positive and healthy environment in smart class room. 

In the year 2016, Zhu et al. do their study around overall development of student that will be 

needed in 21st century. According to them there are 3 major factors playing a very vital role in 

smart learning. First one is Smart learning environment, second is Smart way of teaching, 

and third is Smart learners themselves. They completely focus on smart learners and found 

the factors link smart learners to smart learning. They found that human directly affected by 

their environment in this way they study about smart learning environment. Zhu et al. 

analyzed about learning environment and found that technological rich environment create 

interest in learners towards learning. In the modern culture students’ learning must be effective, 
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efficient, and meaningful. As per the views of researchers, learning should be adoptive, 

modified, and student-centric. For the best interaction of learners in learning, all needed 

technological tools must be available that maintain continuity in smart learning. Zhu et al. also 

observed that learning through smart technology is not as easier as instructed. High orders skill 

develops only under high skilled person. During smart learning smart teachers also play very 

vital role in learning. Smart teachers taught the students that how to operate smart technology 

in learning. How they can take benefits with this technology during individual learning. With 

the help of high skilled person, students can also be able to develop critical thinking and unique 

learning skills. The main aim of Zhu et al. study is to make the learners as smart learners of 

21st century. They place smart learners at the center of smart learning and study all the impact 

that affects smart learners. According to them a smart learners must have to develop certain 

skills themselves like ability of self-understanding, basic knowledge, get in touch with 

modified culture, and self-intelligence. These skills help the smart learners not only in their 

learning but also in their whole life in modern culture.   

Mr. Liu et al.’s also did their research work based on smart learning environment in the year 

2017, according to them modern education turnaround the thinking of learning environment, as 

it has major effect on students’ learning. Now-a-days smart learning environment does not 

mean that the availability of smart tools creates smart learning environment, rather than smart 

learning tools it consists of many thinks that needed by students’ during learning time. These 

are smooth operation of digital tools, teaching methodology, tasks, presentation of syllabus, 

media, freedom of time and place for learning, collaboration of communities for learning, 

assessment, planning of delivering lectures and other supportive structure. 

In the year 2018, Durna-Sanchez et al. describe the goal of smart learning and its effect on 

learners’ learning. According to them background of learning must be clear, modified, and 

arrange in proper order. It must be meaningful. They focus that smart content of syllabus must 

be design in such a way that they encourage the students to gain the concept more deeply. Deep 

study of related subject or topic makes them capable to solve their problems in easiest manner 

either along with smart educator or by their own. They observed that adapted and transparent 

learning make the learners smart. Through the modified learning they become able to learn 

flexibility and work in collaboration at any time and at any place. Thus, smart learning 

improves the quality of education and also enhances the learning skills of learners throughout 

the whole time period of learners’ educational process. Learning through smart learning tools 

also emergence the technical skills in the learners to face the need of real environment.  
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3. Research Objectives 

1. To study the adoptability of digital learning technology by Board and non-board exams 

students. 

 

2. To study the improvement in Board and non-board exams student’s learning through 

smart digital technology. 

 

4. Hypothesis 

H0 : There is a significant relationship between Board and non-board exams students for 

adoptability of smart digital technology. 

 

H1 : There is no significant relationship between Board and non-board exams students for 

adoptability of smart digital technology. 

 

 

 

5. Research Methodology 

Sample Size taken 100 board exam’s students and 100 non board exam’s students and 

implement Chi Square Test. 

 

6. Research data and Chi Test: 

                                                                           Table 1  

 
Group 

Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

Digital learning 

play positive role 

in education   

system? 

Board 

Exam 
4 17 27 39 13 

Non Board 

Exam 
2 14 33 41 10 

Study material 

available through 

digital smart 

Board 

Exam 
3 24 19 46 8 

Non Board 6 26 25 33 10 
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technology is 

understandable as 

traditional classes 

Exam 

Digital smart 

technology 

enhances your 

online searching 

skills? 

Board 

Exam 
8 27 5 38 22 

Non Board 

Exam 
10 25 15 35 15 

Learning through 

smart technology 

also save your 

time for further 

preparation? 

Board 

Exam 
2 31 21 40 6 

Non Board 

Exam 
2 46 19 31 2 

Learning through 

smart technology 

improves your 

reading and 

writing habits? 

Board 

Exam 
6 41 8 23 22 

Non Board 

Exam 
6 52 14 13 15 

                                                               

Graph of table 1    
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 Step 1. There is a significant relationship between Board and non-board exams students for 

adoptability of smart digital technology. Now, after calculating Chi Square test- 

 

The null hypothesis is accepted.  

                                                                                  

 

 

 

                                                                                   Table 2 

Parameters Group 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

Learning 

through digital 

smart tool is 

easy? 

Board 

Exam 
25 19 15 23 18 

Non Board 

Exam 
14 21 25 30 10 

Can easily 

operate digital 

smart learning 

tool? 

Board 

Exam 
6 27 26 25 16 

Non Board 

Exam 
8 27 35 22 8 

Learning 

through digital 

Board 

Exam 
6 40 7 25 22 
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technology 

provides deep 

knowledge of 

relevant 

subject? 

Non Board 

Exam 
6 36 16 25 17 

Smart 

technology 

provides several 

way of learning 

hard subject? 

Board 

Exam 
4 19 13 48 16 

Non Board 

Exam 
4 37 18 31 10 

Smart digital 

tool also teach 

you that how to 

perform in the 

examination? 

Board 

Exam 
6 20 22 31 21 

Non Board 

Exam 
6 36 28 16 14 

 

                                                                     

Graph of table 2 
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 Step 2. 

There is a significant relationship between Board and non-board exams students for 

adoptability of smart digital technology. Now, after calculating Chi Square test- 

The null hypothesis is accepted.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                   Table 3 

Parameters Group 
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

Learning 

through digital 

smart tool 

maintains your 

learning 

discipline? 

Board 

Exam 
17 11 24 32 16 

Non Board 

Exam 
13 18 35 22 12 

Digital smart 

technology 

create learning 

environment 

Board 

Exam 
9 12 39 29 11 

Non Board 

Exam 
12 22 37 27 2 
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more 

comfortable? 

Digital smart 

technology is 

adoptable by all 

level of 

students? 

Board 

Exam 
5 32 7 37 19 

Non Board 

Exam 
7 30 16 33 14 

Learning 

through digital 

smart 

technology 

enhances your 

learning time? 

Board 

Exam 
4 36 13 31 16 

Non Board 

Exam 
4 52 19 18 7 

Digital study 

content attracts 

you to do more 

and deep 

study? 

Board 

Exam 
4 15 31 35 15 

Non Board 

Exam 
4 32 35 20 9 

                                                                          

Graph of table 3 
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Step 3. There is a significant relationship between Board and non-board exams students for 

adoptability of smart digital technology. Now, after calculating Chi Square test- 

The null hypothesis is accepted. 

 

 

6. Analysis and Interpretation 

 

In the above research, after implementing chi test in primary data, result found that digital 

learning is more effective for both board and non-board exam’s students. In 5% level of 

significance we found that both board and non board exam’s students’ responded digital 

learning is more useful. Therefore learning through digital smart tool must be implement in 

higher study specially concern with CBSE Schools.  

Table 1: The chi square value for the parameters digital learning play positive role in education 

system, it provide digital study material in understable manner, it enhances online searching 

skills, it saves time for further preparation and also improve reading and writing habits are 

1.998, 4.260, 6.747, 6.163 and 7.040 respectively. P value of all the above parameters is greater 

than 0.05. So, there is a significant relationship between Board and non-board exams students 

for adoptability of smart digital technology.   

Table 2: The chi square value for the parameters learning through digital smart tool is easy, it 

can be easily operate, it provides deep knowledge of relevant subject are 8.913, 4.472, and 
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4.373 respectively. P value of all the above parameters is greater than 0.05. So, there is a 

significant relationship between Board and non-board exams students for adoptability of smart 

digital technology. 

Table 3: The chi square value for the parameters learning through digital smart tool maintains 

learning discipline, and it is adoptable by all level of students are 6.697, and 4.906 respectively. 

P value of all the above parameters is greater than 0.05. So, there is a significant relationship 

between Board and non-board exams students for adoptability of smart digital technology. 

Therefore null hypothesis is accepted. 

 

7. Conclusion 

As conclusion is found that learning through digital smart technology is loved by all type of 

student. In further analysis, detailed conclusion found that are- 

According to table 1, there is no significant difference between the view of board and non 

board exam’s student. Both of them are agree that digital learning play positive role in 

education system, digital study material is as understable as traditional study material, it 

enhance related searching skills, it improves reading and writing habits, and also saves time for 

further study. 

According to table 2, again there is no significant difference between the view of board and 

non board exam’s student. They both are agree that learning through digital smart tool is easy, 

its operation is also easy, and digital technology provides deep knowledge of relevant subject. 

In some other ways there is significance difference in their views, like board exam’s students 

respond positively that digital technology provide several ways of learning hard subject and it 

also teach that how to perform in the examination. Here the significance level is 5% only for 

board exam’s students. 

According to table 3, again there is no significant difference between the view of board and 

non board exam’s student. They both are agree that digital smart technology helps in 

maintaining learning discipline and also understable and adoptable by all level of students. 

While there is significance difference also found that board exam’s students agree with digital 

technology create more comfortable environment, it enhance learning time, and also attract for 

more deep study. Here the significance level is also 5% only for board exam’s students. 
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8. Suggestions 

Digital smart technology must be implemented by CBSE School for higher study and for all 

board and non board exam’s students. Digital study material must be in easy and understable 

language with diagrams. There should be sufficient practice problems especially for exams 

point of view. To increase the adoptability for both board and non board students, content of 

study material must be in flexible manner means unwanted part can be skipped. There should 

be flexibility in digital smart software according to subject content for non board exam 

students. For board exam’s student, learning time is more valuable so content must be in 

summarized form. Before implementation of Digital smart technology all organization must be 

ensure toward content of study material and their resources. 
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